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Grantor Retained Unitrust

Transfer Date: 11/2022
§7520 Rate: 4.80%
Trust Type: Shorter
Principal: $2,000,000
Term: 15
Age: 56
Percentage Payout: 10.53666%
Payment Period: Annual
Months Valuation Precedes Payout: 12
Income Earned by Trust: 1.00%
Annual Growth of Principal: 1.00%
Annual Growth of Annuity Payments: 10.00%
With Reversion?: No
Is Transfer To or For the Benefit of a
Member of the Transfor's Family?: Yes
Is Interest in Trust Retained by Transferor
or Applicable Family Member?: Yes
Mortality Table: 2010CM

Results
*** §2702 IS Applicable ***

Adjusted Payout Rate Factor: 0.954198
Adjusted Payout Rate: 10.054%
Unitrust Annuity Interest: 0.923800
Remainder to Unitrust Annuity: 0.076200
Additional Years of Life Expectancy for Grantor: 26.3
Value of Grantor's Retained Interest: $1,847,600.00
Taxable Gift Value of Residual Interest in Trust: $152,400.00
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Grantor Retained Unitrust
Economic Schedule

Year Beg. Balance Payment Growth Income End Balance

1 $2,000,000   $210,733   $20,000   $20,046   $1,829,313   

2 $1,829,313   $212,023   $18,293   $18,335   $1,653,918   

3 $1,653,918   $210,864   $16,539   $16,577   $1,476,170   

4 $1,476,170   $207,022   $14,762   $14,796   $1,298,705   

5 $1,298,705   $200,348   $12,987   $13,017   $1,124,361   

6 $1,124,361   $190,797   $11,244   $11,269   $956,077   

7 $956,077   $178,464   $9,561   $9,583   $796,756   

8 $796,756   $163,598   $7,968   $7,986   $649,111   

9 $649,111   $146,610   $6,491   $6,506   $515,498   

10 $515,498   $128,075   $5,155   $5,167   $397,745   

11 $397,745   $108,701   $3,977   $3,987   $297,008   

12 $297,008   $89,287   $2,970   $2,977   $213,667   

13 $213,667   $70,657   $2,137   $2,142   $147,289   

14 $147,289   $53,577   $1,473   $1,476   $96,661   

15 $96,661   $38,677   $967   $969   $59,920   

Total $96,661   $2,209,434   $134,523   $134,831   $59,920   

This scenario is a hypothetical illustration based on the assumptions you entered via the inputs inside the program. It is to
be used solely as a conceptual guide to understand and quantify your planning needs. It would be wise to consider this
illustration together with all other information you deem necessary in making your investment decisions. This illustration is
not a guarantee of the performance of any specific investment. Actual performance from your investments and assets
may vary. This illustration is not legal or tax advice. You should consult with your attorney and accountant to review this
information and determine its appropriateness for your particular situation. The provider of this illustration provides no
guarantee and assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy of the information provided (including whether the
interest rate you have selected is in fact "reasonable") or for your reliance based on this information. 
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Grantor Retained Unitrust

  
A grantor retained unitrust may be an effective means for a wealthy client who wants or needs to retain all or most of the
income from a high-yielding and rapidly appreciating property to transfer the property to a child or other person with
minimal gift or estate tax. GRUTs are particularly indicated where the client has one or more significant income-producing
assets that he or she is willing to part with at some date in the future to save federal and state death taxes, probate costs,
to obtain privacy on the transfer, and to protect the asset against the claims of creditors.

A GRUT is created by transferring one or more high-yield assets into an irrevocable trust and retaining the right to an
annuity interest for a fixed term of years or for the shorter of fixed term or life. When the retention period ends, assets in
the trust (including all appreciation) go to the named "remainder" beneficiary (ies). In some cases other interests, such as
the right to have the assets revert back to the transferor's estate in the event of the transferor's premature death, may be
included.

GRUTs provide an annuity payment equal to a fixed percentage of the current value each year of the assets in trust. In
this sense, a GRUT is similar to a variable annuity. The payout rate is fixed, but since the value of the assets can be
expected to vary year to year, the dollar annuity payout also varies year to year.

For example, if $100,000 is placed in trust and the annuity payout rate is 5 percent, the trust would pay $5,000 the first
year. If the value of the assets in trust increase to $110,000 in the subsequent year, the payout would be $5,200, 5
percent of $110,000. If income earned on the trust assets is insufficient to cover the annuity amount, the shortfall in
payments will be made from principal. All income and appreciation in excess of that required to pay the annuity
accumulate for the benefit of the remainder beneficiary (ies). Consequently, it may be possible to transfer assets to the
beneficiary (ies) when the trust terminates with values that far exceed their original values when transferred into the trust
and, more importantly, that far exceed the gift tax value of the transferred assets.

The gift tax value of the transferred assets is determined at the time the trust is created and funded using the "subtraction
method." The gift tax value is determined by subtracting the value of the annuity interest (and, in some cases, other
retained interests, such as the right to have the assets revert back to the transferor's estate if he or she does not live the
entire term of the trust) from the fair market value of the assets transferred in trust. How the annuity interest and any other
retained interests are valued depends on who the remainder beneficiary (ies) is (are) and who retains the annuity and
other interests relative to the transferor. There is a more restrictive and less appealing set of valuation rules when family
members are beneficiaries and certain family members retain interests in the property both before and after the trust is
created than when unrelated parties are involved.

When unrelated parties are involved, all interests are valued according to their actuarial present values using the
valuation rules of IRC §7520. These rules mandate the use of a discount rate based on the 120% Applicable Federal
Annual Midterm Rate for the month in which the trust is created and funded. The mortality factors from Table 80CNSMT,
Table 90CM, Table 2000CM, or 2010CM are also used if the interests have a life contingency (i.e., the calculations are of
type "Life" or "Shorter").

The 120% Applicable Federal Annual Midterm Rate changes monthly and is reported in the IRS's Cumulative Bulletin, in
various tax services, and in various financial news publications such as The Wall Street Journal. (See Fed Interest Rates
in the Money & Investing section, generally between the 18th and 23rd of the preceding month).

If family members are involved, the gift tax valuation rules of IRC §2702 may apply. Under these rules, certain types of
retained interests, such as the right to have trust assets revert to the transferor's estate in the event of the transferor's
premature death, may be valued at zero when computing the gift tax value of the transfer. As a general rule, every
retained interest but a "qualified interest" is assigned a value of zero for gift tax valuation purposes. In the case of a
GRUT, a qualified interest is the right to receive (1) amounts that are payable annually or more frequently and are a "fixed
percentage" (annuity payout rate) of the fair market value of the property in the trust (as revalued annually) or (2) a
qualified remainder interest, that is, any non-contingent remainder interest if all other interests in the trust consist of
qualified retained interests (qualified annuities).

The annuity must be a fixed percentage of the fair market value of the trust assets as revalued each year rather than
merely the income produced by the assets in the trust. Although payments equal to an unchanging "fixed percentage" of
the trust assets is the norm, final regulations define the term "fixed percentage" more liberally. They would permit the
annuity payout rate to increase or decrease in a systematic manner each year without adverse gift tax consequences.
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Grantor Retained Unitrust

However, the annuity payout rate in any year may not be more than 120 percent of the prior year's payout rate.

For example, the trust could provide that the annuity payout rate in each subsequent year would equal 120 percent of the
prior year's rate. If the initial annuity payout rate is 5%, it could increase to 6% in the second year, 7.2% in the third year,
and so on. If the transferor retains the right each year to the greater of a fixed percentage of the value of trust assets as
revalued annually or the trust income for a term of years, the annuity will still be a qualified annuity. However, the right to
the trust income, if any, in excess of the fixed percentage of trust assets is valued at zero for gift tax purposes. Thus, the
retained interest is valued for gift tax purposes as if it did not include any rights to excess income.

Finally, under the §2702 rules, the retained annuity interests value cannot exceed the actuarial value of an annuity for the
shorter of the specified term or life, even if the trust instrument itself calls for payment of a term-certain annuity.

These more restrictive rules apply if the transfer is to or for the benefit of a "member of the transferor's family" and an
interest in the trust is "retained" by the transferor or an "applicable family member." A member of the transferor's family
includes the transferor's spouse, ancestor, lineal descendent, an ancestor or lineal descendent of the spouse of the
transferor, a brother or sister, and the spouse of any of these. A retained interest means a property interest held by the
same individual both before and after the transfer in trust. An applicable family member is defined as the transferor's
spouse, an ancestor of the transferor or an ancestor of the transferor's spouse, and the spouse of any such ancestor.

In summary, if the §2702 rules apply, the annuity must be for a fixed percentage of the value of the trust assets as
revalued each year for a specified term. The annuity will be considered for a qualified "fixed percentage" if the scheduled
payout rate in any year does not exceed 120 percent of the prior year's payout rate. The specified term may be the life of
the annuitant, a fixed term, or the shorter of a fixed term or the life of the annuitant.

Regardless of the specified term, the annuity is valued for gift tax purposes as if it were for the shorter of a fixed term or
the life of the annuitant. In other words, although the terms of the trust may specify that the annuity is to be paid for fixed
and certain term of years, regardless of the survival of the annuitant, it must be valued for gift tax purposes as if it
terminates upon the annuitant's death. Any other retained interest (other than a retention of a qualified remainder
interest), including any rights to income or to a reversion of trust assets in the event of premature death, are valued at
zero for gift tax purposes. Therefore, the gift tax value of the transfer is determined by subtracting the actuarial value of
the qualified life-contingent unitrust annuity from the fair market value of the trust assets at the time the trust is created
and funded.

If the transferor-annuitant survives the term of the GRUT, the assets transferred in trust are not included in the
transferor's gross estate and escape estate taxation. Although there is no statutory or regulatory authority on the issue,
some experts think the maximum amount the IRS could include is the lesser of the entire trust corpus or the amount of
corpus required to provide the promised unitrust amount for the term (without invading principal).

This amount is computed by dividing the adjusted unitrust payout rate, for example, 5%, by the §7520 rate for the month
of the transferor-annuitant's death, say 7.6%, to derive the proportion of the trust's corpus that is includable for estate tax
purposes, in this instance, 65.79 percent. A logical but more aggressive and uncertain argument can be made that the
amount included should not exceed the present value of the expected unitrust annuity payments at the scheduled
adjusted payout rate over the remaining term of the trust assuming the assets are invested at the §7520 rate. For
example, if 3 years remain in the term of the trust, the present value of a unitrust annuity interest with a 5% adjusted
payout rate is only 0.142625. In other words, only 14.2625 percent of the trust assets are actually economically required
to fund the unitrust annuity payments over the remaining 3-year term. In any event, the risk of inclusion of trust assets
should be covered by the purchase of life insurance owned on the transferor's life by the appropriate beneficiary.

Since the GRUT permits payment of both income and trust principal to satisfy the transferor-annuitant's unitrust annuity
payments, the GRUT should be treated as a grantor trust for income tax purposes. This means the transferor-annuitant is
taxed on income and realized gains on trust assets even if these amounts are greater than the trust's unitrust annuity
payments. This further enhances this tool's effectiveness as a family wealth-shifting and estate-tax-saving device. The
transferor-annuitant is effectively allowed to make gift-tax free gifts of the income taxes that are attributable to assets
backing the remainder beneficiary's interest in the trust.
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